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ABSTRACT 
In this paper a method is given on how DBpedia can be used to 
find relations between properties of politicians and the topics they 
mention in the debates. We will thoroughly explain the methods 
used to gather the data from DBpedia and the data about the 
debates, the algorithm used to link the two datasets and the 
statistical analyses used to find the relations. Next to that we 
performed case studies on three different topics, namely news 
papers, Europe and investing vs. making cutbacks. We will 
describe in detail how we have gathered and cleaned the results 
for one specific news paper and shortly describe the results for the 
other topics. By using the different results we will also show the 
strengths, weaknesses and possibilities of our methods and the 
data provided by DBpedia.    

1. INTRODUCTION 
Currently many rich datasets on political debates emerge on the 
web, in order to give easy access to information on the activities 
in the parliament. Datamining techniques could be used to find 
interesting relations and patterns in these datasets. This was, for 
example, done by Vanni Tjernström, who looked at how many 
times media was quoted in parliamentary sessions, when and by 
whom. The results were that “the determining factor was whether 
a right-wing or a left-wing coalition was in power.”[1]. However, 
a problem with these datasets is that they do not contain much 
information on the politicians. If one would want to find relations 
between types of politicians and how they behave in debates, the 
most common approach would be to look at what happens in the 
debates and then manually classify the politicians of these debates 
in order to find interesting relations.  
While some studies already have been done on finding these 
relations, we want to see if we can perform such a study on a 
larger scale, not only by using larger datasets, but also by finding 
all possible relations in the data instead of only searching for 
fixed relations. By exploratively mining linked open datasets on 
both politicians and debates, we wanted to know if linked open 
data enables us to find relations in the data. 
In this study we will show how we have found relations between 
data on politicians and debates in linked open data. We do this by 

linking data on Dutch debates and politicians, made available by 
the PoliMedia project [2], with the data on DBpedia, which gives 
us the properties of the Dutch politicians. By analyzing this data 
we have found relations between properties of politicians, for 
example, a certain political party a politician was part of, and 
topics they mention in debates, for example Europe. The main 
purpose of this study is to show how DBpedia, and possibly also 
other linked open datasets, can be used for finding these relations, 
show what the results of such a study might be and what the 
strengths and weaknesses are of using DBpedia to find relations 
between properties of politicians and topics mentioned in debates. 
Our study might also uncover relations between properties of 
politicians and topics mentioned in debates, which noone had 
previously thought of, and can lead to new studies on why these 
relations might exist. Next to that, the methods provided in this 
study can be generalized and might prove useful in other topics of 
study next to politics.     
In this paper we will present a method on finding relations 
between properties of politicians and topics they mention in 
debates. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 
we will describe work related to (parts of) our study. In section 3 
we will show how we have gathered, linked and cleaned the data 
used in this study. In section 4 we will describe the methods we 
used to analyze the data. In section 5 we will show the results 
gotten by performing case studies on three different topics. In this 
section we go into more detail on the methods used to get results 
for one particular topic and shortly describe the results retrieved 
for the other topics. In section 6 we will discuss our methods and 
the quality of DBpedia, and the last section 7 will conclude our 
paper. 

2. RELATED WORK 
2.1 DBpedia in Previous Studies  
In our research we want to study the possibilities of using 
DBpedia for finding relations between properties of politicians 
and topics the politicians mention in debates. While DBpedia was 
only founded in 2007, it is not uncommon to use it as a source of 
information or topic of study. As Nitzschke and Hellman mention 
in their review [3], DBpedia has become an important part of the 
academic field since its foundation in 2007. As proven by Mendes 
et al. [4], DBpedia can be useful as an enrichment of websites and 
applications, by providing additional background information. 
While we do not want to enrich a website or application, we do 
want to use the additional background information on politicians 
for our study. Next to studies using DBpedia as source of 
information, there are also quite some studies which use DBpedia 
itself, and other linked open data sets, as a topic of study. In [5] 
Mendes et al. try to evaluate the different linked open data sets, 
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including DBpedia, by looking at the completeness, conciseness 
and consistency of different data sets. They calculated 
completeness in different ways: they calculated how many of all 
objects were available in a dataset, how many of all attributes 
were available in a dataset and how many of all objects contained 
a certain property in the dataset. Consistency was calculated by 
looking at how many objects did not contain conflicts for a certain 
property divided by the total amount of objects with that property. 
In our study we have also discovered problems with the 
completeness and consistency in the data. We have calculated the 
completeness by looking at how many of all politicians were 
available on DBpedia and have solved some of the problems with 
the inconsistencies in the data, by combining synonymous 
properties.  

2.2 Linking Datasets 
One of the problems with using different open datasets is that 
concepts of the different datasets have to be linked in order to 
enhance the data. Many different matching solutions have been 
proposed so far [6]. In [7], Ding et al. tried to integrate the dataset 
from Data.gov into the LOD cloud, by not only converting the 
dataset itself, so it can be adopted into the LOD cloud, but 
especially by enhancing the data through linking it to other linked 
open datasets. This linking was done semi-automatically, by first 
automatically making links and afterwards helping end users in 
detecting and correcting erroneous links. There also exist other 
solutions, which link datasets fully automatically. For example, 
Kobilarov [8] et al. linked the datasets of the BBC to other linked 
open datasets by making links based on the “context” of concepts. 
For example, linking apple to the company Apple, because it is 
mentioned along other IT companies. A more common approach 
in automatically linking datasets is using string-distance metrics. 
For example, in [9] string-distance metrics were used for the 
comparison and alignment of names.  
In our study we have also used a form of “context” in order to 
make links between the PoliMedia dataset and DBpedia. We did 
not try to make links with every possible DBpedia page, but only 
with a pre-defined set of DBpedia categories, our “context”. As 
with Ding et al. [7], we have also first made the links 
automatically. But instead of letting others detect and correct the 
links, we identified the incorrect links ourselves and adjusted our 
algorithm in such a way that it made better links. Because of the 
large difference between the names in the PoliMedia dataset and 
DBpedia we could not use a string-distance metric to make links, 
as used in [9]. Instead, we used the combination of DBpedia 
labels and abstracts to make links. Finally, most of these linking 
methods were evaluated by measuring their precision and recall 
[8][9], which we have also used to evaluate our linking method.  

2.3 Finding Associations in Linked Open 
Datasets 
Finding patterns or associations in linked open data has already 
been done in some studies. In [10] machine learning methods 
were applied to analyze instances and group related properties and 
related classes to reduce the heterogeneity of the ontologies in the 
linked open data cloud. While we do not want to relate different 
properties with each other in the same way, we want to relate 
properties from the LOD cloud with properties derived from 
parliamentary proceedings data, namely the amount of times 
certain topics are mentioned. In [11] association rule learning was 
used to find synonyms in linked open data in order to address data 
inconsistencies in the LOD cloud. This was done by using these 

found synonyms for predicate expansion. This way one would 
only have to search for one property to get all its synonymous 
properties, instead of having to make multiple queries to find all 
synonymous properties. The problem of having synonymous 
properties in DBpedia was also a problem in our study. Our study 
confirmed that finding and combining synonymous properties is 
very useful and can improve the data provided by DBpedia. In 
[12] the problems with the current techniques for mining logical 
rules in huge knowledge bases are addressed. A rule mining 
model, inspired by association rule mining, has been introduced to 
support the open world assumption of huge knowledge bases, 
which states that when something is not true it is not known, 
instead of being false. We did use association rule learning in our 
study, but we did not use methods that support the open world 
assumption of DBpedia in our study. Therefore, we discuss the 
consequences this may have on our results.  

3. GATHERING, LINKING AND 
CLEANING DATA 
Linked Open Data can be best described as “a set of best practices 
for publishing and connecting structured data on the Web.”[13]. 
An increasing number of dataproviders have adopted this way of 
publishing data, which has led to the ‘Web of Data’. In order to 
retrieve information on the debates and properties of politicians 
we decided to use this Web of Data. More specifically, we used 
the data provided by the PoliMedia project and DBpedia. In this 
section we will describe what information these datasets contain, 
why we have used these datasets and what data we have retrieved 
from these datasets. Next to that we will show how we have 
linked the two datasets and how some of the problems with the 
data can be solved by cleaning the data. 

3.1 Debate Data 
The Dutch government has published all parliamentary 
proceedings until 2012 online 1 2 . However, the data on debates 
until 1995 is unstructured and not easy to access. That is why we 
have used the data set provided by the PoliMedia project 3 . This 
data set contains all debates from 1945 to 1995 in RDF format, 
with different types of information about the debates, for us the 
most important ones being the speeches, the first and last names 
of the speakers and the dates of the debates. This was retrieved for 
all the speeches of the debates using the SPARQL query shown in 
figure 1. Other types of information provided by the PoliMedia 
dataset were, for example, the title of the debate, the online source 
of the debate and the language of the debate. This information 
was, however, not useful for our research.  
For the purpose of our study we tagged every speech with the 
occurrence of a limited set of example topics, namely the topics 
of our case studies. This was done by checking whether or not a 
predefined set of words signifying the topic occurred within a 
speech. We summarized this data in a table listing all of the 
politicians, the date of their first and last speech, the amount of 
speeches they made and in how many speeches they mentioned 
each example topic. This table contained 1248 different 
politicians, covering information on 1176670 speeches. We did 

                                                                 
1 http://www.statengeneraaldigitaal.nl/ 
2 https://zoek.officielebekendmakingen.nl/ 
3  http://rdbg.tuxic.nl:8080/openrdf-

workbench/repositories/NONE/repositories 
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not actually count the amount of times a topic occured in one 
speech, because this could make the amount of referrals much 
higher due to the fact that in one particular speech a politician 
talked about a certain topic a couple of times to make his point, 
which could give a non-representative view.  
PREFIX sem: <http://semanticweb.cs.vu.nl/2009/11/sem#>  
PREFIX polivoc: <http://purl.org/linkedpolitics/nl/polivoc#> 
PREFIX dc: <http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/> 
SELECT ?text ?date ?firstName ?lastName  
WHERE { 

?debate dc:date ?date . 
?debate polivoc:hasPart ?part . 
?part polivoc:hasSpokenText ?text . 
?part sem:hasActor ?actor . 
?actor polivoc:hasSpeaker ?speaker . 
?speaker polivoc:firstname ?firstName . 
?speaker polivoc:lastname ?lastName .   

} 

Figure 1. SPARQL query for retrieving debate data. 

3.2 Linked Open Data on Politicians 
Although the number of linked open data sets is already quite big 
and growing at a fast rate, on the subject of Dutch politicians 
there are not many data sets available. The most important 
datasets which contain structured information on Dutch 
politicians are DBpedia (the Dutch and English version) and 
Freebase. Freebase contains only 524 Dutch politicians, while 
there exist over 1200 different politicians in the debates. This 
would mean that less than half of the politicians from the debates 
were covered in Freebase. Next to that, Freebase is differently 
structured than most other linked open data sets, because it has a 
different format than the ‘standard’ linked open data format, RDF. 
DBpedia, on the other hand, is structured in RDF, which makes it 
easy to retrieve facts from DBpedia through SPARQL queries. 
Examples of such facts we are interested in are the parties of the 
politicians, described by the property dbpedia-owl:party, or the 
functions of the politicians, described by the property dbpedia-
owl:personFunction. Next to that, there are also different versions 
of DBpedia for different countries, also for the Netherlands, 
which contain different information based on the information on a 
country’s Wikipedia page. In our case it was useful that there is a 
Dutch DBpedia, because it contained more information on Dutch 
politicians than the, standard, English version. This is why 
DBpedia was used in this study. However, if more linked open 
data sets on Dutch politicians become available online, the same 
methods can be applied in order to get the information from those 
data sources as was used with DBpedia.  
In gathering the properties from DBpedia the choice was made to 
exclude web-related properties, due to the fact that these 
properties are not related to the politician itself, but to its online 
profile or Wikipedia page. Examples of such properties are links 
to photo-collections, sizes of images and links to homepages.  
When we retrieved the properties we also made combinations of 
properties of the politicians. We decided to only make 
combinations of two different properties, as the computational 
time it took to make these combinations was already high and 
making combinations of more than two properties would be even 
higher.  
Finally, next to the properties we got from DBpedia we also 
decided to add some properties of our own, which we gathered 
through the PoliMedia data set. The properties that were added 
were the year of the first speech and last speech of a politician, as 
these dates would identify their start and end of their career in the 
Dutch parliament, the amount of years a politician had been in the 
parliament, retrieved by looking at the difference between the first 
year and last year they appeared in a debate, and the amount of 

speeches a politician made. The last two were retrieved in order to 
have properties which would say something about how active a 
politician was in the debates during his or her career.  

3.3 Linking Debate Data to DBpedia 
3.3.1 Pre-selecting politicians from DBpedia 
In order to be able to link the names of the politicians from the 
debates to the pages on DBpedia about the same politicians it was 
useful to first gather all the pages about Dutch politicians from 
DBpedia. If we would not have done this we would have needed 
to check all the names of the politicians against all the pages on 
DBpedia. This would have taken a large amount of time and 
would also lead to mistakes, as there might be people on DBpedia 
with the same name as a Dutch politician, without being a Dutch 
politician.  
To gather pages to Dutch politicians on the Dutch DBpedia four 
different queries were used.  
The first query gathered all the pages which had as skos:broader 
http://nl.dbpedia.org/resource/Categorie:Nederlands_politicus_na
ar_partij (Dutch politicians according to party). This would give 
all the links to the pages of the current Dutch political parties. The 
query would then gather all the politicians of the current political 
parties by looking at which pages had as dcterms:subject these 
pages to Dutch political parties. This resulted in 2586 pages to 
Dutch politicians.  
The second query gathered all politicians from former Dutch 
political parties. The same method was used, but instead of 
gathering all the pages about current parties, we gathered all the 
pages about former parties by gathering all the pages which has as 
skos:broader 
http://nl.dbpedia.org/resource/Categorie:Nederlands_politicus_na
ar_voormalige_partij (Dutch politicians according to former 
party). This resulted in 1238 pages to Dutch politicians, of which 
826 were not retrieved previously.  
Ideally, all politicians would be gathered using the first two 
queries, as they covered both politicians from current and former 
parties. However, not all the politicians were covered in these 
lists, due to the fact that the categorization of DBpedia concepts is 
incomplete. Therefore two other SPARQL queries were used to 
gather pages of Dutch politicians.  
The third query gathered all the politicians which had as rdf:type 
dbpedia-owl:Politician and had as dbpedia-owl:country dbpedia-
nl:Nederland, to get every page about a politician from the 
Netherlands (if this was mentioned on the page of the politician). 
This resulted in 3713 pages to Dutch politicians, of which 724 
were not retrieved previously.  
The fourth and final query gathered all the pages which had as 
dcterms:subject 
http://nl.dbpedia.org/resource/Categorie:Tweede_Kamerlid, 
which covered all the pages which had as subject a member of the 
Dutch House of Representatives. This resulted in 1845 pages to 
Dutch politicians, of which 326 were not retrieved previously. 
This led to a total of 4462 unique pages to Dutch politicians found 
using these queries. A summary of the results per query can be 
found in table 1. 
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Table 1. Pages retrieved using different queries 

 
Finally in order to get the pages to the English DBpedia we 
looked at all the links to Dutch politicians we gathered from the 
Dutch DBpedia to see if they had an owl:sameAs relation to pages 
from the English version of DBpedia. This led to a total of 974 
links to English DBpedia pages to Dutch politicians.  
Next to this method we also tried making multiple queries to 
retrieve the pages from the English DBpedia. Two queries were 
made for this, one retrieving all pages of which the 
dbpprop:shortDescription contained Dutch and politician and the 
other one retrieving all pages which had as rdf:type 
yago:DutchPoliticians. This led to a total of 925 pages to Dutch 
politicians. We did, however, not use this method. First of all 
because of the lower number of links made this way. Next to that, 
by using the first method we only needed to link the politician 
from the debates to the Dutch pages and could then automatically 
retrieve the information from the English pages too. This would 
reduce the chance of making errors in the linking. 

3.3.2 Linking algorithm 
In order to get the properties from DBpedia linked to the 
politicians from the debates, the names from the politicians from 
the debates had to be correctly linked to the pages we gathered 
from DBpedia. 
Because the names from DBpedia and from the debates were not 
exactly the same, we used the following algorithm to make the 
links: 

For every politician from the debates 

If labels from one or more DBpedia pages contained the 
lastname            of a politician 

    Then For everyone of these pages 

      If abstract of DBpedia page contained larger part of firstname 
      than other abstracts, with a minimum of one of the firstnames 

        Then make link to DBpedia page 
For every politician from the debates the algorithm looks if the 
lastname of the politician from the debates is contained in a label 
from a DBpedia page. The reason it only looks at the lastname of 
the politician is because DBpedia labels contain parts of the 
firstnames and lastnames, while the names of the politicians from 
the debates contain full firstnames and lastnames. For example, 
the Dutch politician “Wim Kok” is called “Willem Kok” in the 
debates, while the DBpedia label of the same person is “Wim 
Kok”.  
If the lastname of a politician was contained in the label of one or 
more DBpedia pages, the algorithm looks at all these pages and 
counts how many words of the firstname of a politician from the 
debates are present in the abstract. These counts are compared and 
a link is made between the politician and the page which had the 
highest count, with a minimum of one. We also made the decision 
to not only make a link when an abstract contained the whole 

firstname, because some of the abstracts did not contain the whole 
firstname correctly. For example, the politician “Wilhelmus 
Johannes Andriessen” from the debates was contained in 
DBpedia. However the abstract of his page called him “Willem 
Johannes Andriessen”. 
After the linking was performed all properties of the politicians 
linked to DBpedia were queried and stored locally. 

3.3.3 Evaluation of linking 
In order to evaluatue the quality of the linking we looked at both 
the precision and recall. In order to calculate the precision, so 
whether or not the links that were made were actually correct, 100 
of the 915 links that were made were randomly selected. We 
checked whether or not these links were correct. This was the 
case in 95 of the 100 links that were selected, which corresponds 
with a precision of 95%. In the 5 cases in which this was not the 
case, the politician from the debate was not covered in DBpedia, 
but there was a politician on DBpedia with the same last name 
and one of the names in the first name was contained in the 
abstract, which is why the incorrect link was made.  
Next to the precision we also measured the recall of our linking 
algorithm. 333 of the 1248 politicians from the debates were not 
linked to a DBpedia page. This would make it seem like the 
linking method does not lead to a high recall level, as almost 27% 
of the politicians were not linked. However, not all of the 333 
politicians which were not linked were covered in DBpedia. 
Therefore we also looked at how much of the politicians which 
were not linked were actually present in DBpedia, but were not 
linked due to errors in our algorithm. To test this we also 
randomly selected 100 of the 333 politicians that were not linked. 
We searched for each of those politicians on Wikipedia and 
Google, in order to see if there was a Wikipedia page about it. We 
did this, because all the DBpedia pages are based on Wikipedia 
pages. If there was a Wikipedia page about a politician we would 
check if there also was a DBpedia page about it. Of the 100 
politicians we selected, only 2 were covered in DBpedia, which 
corresponds with a recall of 98%. One of these links was not 
made, because of a spelling difference in the last name. The other 
one was not made because the DBpedia page was not retrieved 
when the politicians were gathered from DBpedia, because this 
page was not present at the time we queried the politicians from 
DBpedia.  
Because 333 of the 1248 were not linked to a DBpedia page it 
could be that our results are biased. Therefore we looked at some 
properties of the politicians that were not linked and compared 
them to the average of all the politicians to see if there is any 
difference between the politicians that were not linked and the 
rest of the politicians. We did this by comparing the average 
amount of speeches per politician, the average starting year and 
ending year and the average amount of working years. The results 
can be found in table 2. 

 
 

 Query 1 Query 2 Query 3 Query 4 

Number of 
pages 

retrieved 
2586 1238 3713 1845 

Number of 
new pages 2586 826 724 326 
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Table 2. Information on politicians that were not linked 
compared to all politicians 

 
What we can see from these results are four things. The most 
striking thing is the difference in average amount of speeches. 
The politicians that were not linked were much less active in the 
debates compared to the average of all the politicians. This might 
also be the reason why these politicians are not available on 
DBpedia. Because they are less active, they might get noticed less 
and therefore nobody put information about them on Wikipedia. 
Also, the fact that the politicians who are not linked to DBpedia 
were less active leads to the fact that, although we miss 
information on these politicians, the bias this has on the results is 
less than when these politicians would have been more active. 
Next to the high difference in activity we can also see that there is 
a slight difference in the average starting year and ending year, 
with the unlinked politicians starting and ending a few years 
earlier on average compared to the total average. This could also 
have had influence on why these politicians are not available on 
DBpedia. Because people tend to put information on Wikipedia 
about more recent topics it would be logical that politicians who 
were active more recently are more represented on Wikipedia 
than politicians who were active less recent. However, the 
differences are not that large to draw any decisive conclusions. 
Finally, what is also quite striking is that the difference between 
the average amounts of working years is not that high, while the 
difference in average amounts of speeches is. This would mean 
that while the politicians that were not linked were in the House 
of Representatives for almost the same amount of time as the rest 
of the politicians, they were much less active than the rest.  

3.4 Data Cleaning 
Without editing the data retrieved from DBpedia we would have a 
large amount of properties which were only present in a few or 
only one politician, because some properties are too specific and 
DBpedia is not complete when it comes to properties. However, 
some of the properties could be generalized or adjusted so that 
they are present in more politicians and can be used in order to 
find interesting relations. This section will show some of the 
possibilities with the data. 

3.4.1 Generalization of dates 
First of all, there are quite some properties which contain specific 
dates, like the birthdate, date of death or the date a politician 
started working. While it might be interesting to know the specific 
date of certain events, in our case we might want to generalize 

them so that we do not only have the unique properties, but have 
properties which multiple politicians have. This could be done by, 
for example, generalizing the date to a certain year, or even a 
decade. The following example shows how such a property could 
be generalized: 

Description of property  Value of property 
http://dbpedia…/birthDate  1903-04-20^^http://… 
   ↓ 
http://dbpedia…/birthDate  1900 
The property of birthDates was contained in 857 politicians, of 
which almost all of them were unique birthDates. We tested what 
difference in properties we would get if we made the above 
changes to all the birthDates. This led to the results found in table 
3. 

Table 3. Results of generalizing birthDates 

 

What we can see is that the generalization of birthDates made big 
changes to the amount of politicians that have the same value for 
this property. We can see that 9 of the 17 properties after 
generalization would be taken into account in the analysis, 
because more than 15 politicians have these properties, while 
before generalization none of the 847 would have been taken into 
account in the analysis. Therefore it would be very useful to 
generalize this property, but also other properties with dates in it, 
in order to be able to use more data in the analysis.  

3.4.2 Generalization of locations 
Next to generalizing the properties which contain dates it is also 
useful to generalize properties which contain locations, for 
example the birthplace, or can be changed to locations, for 
example the university a politician studied can be changed to the 
location of the university. Because most of the properties which 
contain location have this location specified by a link to another 
page about the location, it can easily be generalized to a more 
general location, like a province instead of a town. The following 
example shows how such a property could be generalized: 

Description of property  Value of property 
http://dbpedia…/birthPlace http://dbpedia…/Oss 

  ↓ through dbpedia-owl:isPartOf relation 

http://dbpedia…/birthPlace http://dbpedia…/North_Brabant 
The property of birthPlaces (with the removal of the birthPlace 
the Netherlands) was contained in 139 politicians, of which most 
of them were unique with a few exceptions of big cities. For 
example, 12 politicians had the property of being born in 
Amsterdam. We tested what difference in properties we would get 

 Not linked 
politicians 

All politicians 

Amount of politicians 333 1248 

Average amount of 
speeches (standard 

deviation) 
324 (657.79) 943 (2138.30) 

Average starting year 
(standard deviation) 1965 (14.53) 1968 (15.39) 

Average ending year 
(standard deviation) 1969 (12.00) 1972 (12.96) 

Average amount of 
working years 

(standard deviation) 
7.8 (6.40) 8.7 (7.00) 

 Before 
generalization 

After 
generalization 

Amount of distinct 
property-value pairs 847 17 

Average amount of 
politicians per 

property-value pair 
1.01 50.53 

Amount of property-
value pairs with more 

than 15 politicians 
0 9 
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if we made the above changes to all the birthPlaces. This led to 
the results found in table 4. 

Table 4. Results of generalizing birthPlaces 

 

What we can see is that the generalization of birthPlaces made 
some changes to the amount of politicians that have the same 
value for this property. However, due to the fact that not much 
politicians have a birthPlace property before generalization, there 
are still not many properties with more than 15 politicians after 
the generalization. Despite this fact, it would still be useful to 
perform this generalization on properties with locations.  
Next to generalizing the location, it might also be interesting to 
use other properties of a location, like the governing body of a 
location. 

3.4.3 Generalization of other properties 
The above mentioned forms of generalization are just two 
examples of how the data from DBpedia can be generalized. 
However, due to the linked nature of the data there are much more 
possibilities. By using the properties which link to other DBpedia 
pages, properties of those pages can also be used. For example, 
the party property of a politician links to the DBpedia page 
containing properties of that party, which then can be used in the 
same way the other properties are used. However, a manual 
selection should be made of which links to other pages should be 
used and which properties of those pages should be retrieved, as 
there are many properties that might not be related to the 
politician itself in any way. 

3.4.4 Parsing of properties 
Next to generalizing properties and using links to other pages to 
find other properties, many properties were retrieved as distinct 
properties because of spelling differences or different notations, 
while these properties are actually the same. Some of these 
properties could easily be merged by ignoring uppercase and 
lowercase letters, for example the titles “Mr. dr.” and “Mr. Dr.” 
are now seen as different properties, while they could be seen as 
the same property. This could be done automatically. Other 
properties might prove to be more difficult, and can not be 
merged automatically. For example, the properties “House of 
Representatives” and “Member of the House of Representatives 
of the Netherlands” are actually the same property, but are now 
treated as different properties. These properties could be merged 
by looking if the name of one of the properties is contained in the 
other property, however this could possibly lead to faults in the 
properties. The best way would be to manually establish which 
properties are equal in order to correctly take different properties 
together.  

3.4.5 Data cleaning in our study 
In order to see the effect of cleaning the data retrieved from 
DBpedia we performed this cleaning for some of the properties. 
The properties we cleaned were the resulting properties of the 
case study in which we tried to find relations between properties 
of politicians and mentioning the news paper the “Telegraaf”, 
which can be found in the results section. We did this by rounding 
the properties which contained years off to decades. We also 
merged properties containing the party of a politician which had 
the same value for the property, but were described by nldb:partij, 
db:party or both. Next to that, we also merged the properties with 
the property values nldb:Categorie:Boerenpartij-politicus, 
nldb:Categorie:CPN-politicus and nldb:Categorie:VVD-politicus, 
with their db:party equivalents. And, finally, we merged all 
synonymous properties describing a politician who was in the 
Dutch Senate, which were the properties with the following 
property values: 

• nldb:Categorie:Eerste_Kamerlid 

• nldb:Eerste_Kamer_der_Staten-Generaal 

• db:Category:Members_of_the_Senate_of_the_Netherla
nds 

• Lid van de Eerste Kamer der Staten-Generaal@nl 

4. METHODS 
In this section we will discuss the different types of statistical 
analysis we used in order to find relations between properties of 
politicians and mentioned topics. 
We chose two methods to be able see if there are certain relations 
between properties and mentioned topics: association rule 
learning and chi-square tests. Because both methods deal with 
variables on a nominal scale, we classified our numerical 
variables into categories. Association rule learning was used in 
order to find the strongest relations and chi-square tests were used 
in order to see the significance of the relation. Next to that, we 
also wanted to see if there were correlations between certain 
numerical properties and the amount of times topics were 
mentioned. This was done by calculating the correlation 
coefficients. 

4.1 Association Rule Learning 
Association rule learning is a common method of finding 
associations between variables in large databases, most commonly 
known for finding rules in supermarket transactions. An example 
of such a rule is {Bread} {Butter}, which indicates that when a 
customer buys bread he or she is also likely to buy butter. In our 
case we want to find rules which indicate that when a politician 
has a certain property, or combination of two properties, he or she 
is likely to mention a certain topic. This would lead to rules in the 
following form: {Property of politician} {Mention of topic}. It 
might also seem like a good idea to also have the reverse rules of 
the following form: {Mention of topic} {Property of politician}. 
However, if we would use this kind of rules, our results would be 
rules which primarily contained general properties which almost 
all of the politicians have, because if a topic is mentioned it is 
almost certain that the politician who mentioned it has such a 
general property. Therefore we decided to only look at the first 
kind of rules.  
We made every possible rule and calculated the support and 
confidence of the rules. The support in our case is defined as the 
proportion of speeches in the data set which contain a certain 

 Before 
generalization 

After 
generalization 

Amount of distinct 
property-value pairs 89 11 

Average amount of 
politicians per 

property-value pair 
1.56 10.91 

Amount of property-
value pairs with more 

than 15 politicians 
0 2 
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property and mention a certain topic. The support s is calculated 
using the following formula: 

 
Where 

 = Frequency of 
speeches with the occurrence of a property of a politician and the 
mentioning of a topic 
The confidence in our case can be interpreted as an estimate for 
the probability that a certain topic is mentioned under the 
condition that a politician has a certain property. The confidence c 
is calculated using the following formula: 

 
Where 

 = Frequency of 
peeches with the occurrence of a property of a politician and the 
entioning of a topic 

s
m
 

 = Frequency of speeches with the 
occurrence of a property of a politician 
The support, in our case is of less importance as this number is 
higher for more general properties, because more politicians have 
these properties and thus more times a topic is mentioned under 
the presence of these properties. We only used the support level to 
filter out rules with a high confidence level, but with a too low 
support.  
For every property the support and confidence were calculated 
per topic. The properties are then ranked on their confidence 
level. The rules with the highest confidence level would be the 
strongest rules. Because association rule learning only gives the 
strongest relations, but does not tell anything about the 
significance of the results, we used chi-square tests to evaluate the 
significance of the results. 

4.2 Chi-square Test 
The second method we chose was using the chi-square test of 
independence to see if the relations found using association rule 
learning are statistically significant. The higher the chi-square 
value the more likely this is.  
The chi-square values were calculated by virtually making 
contingency tables of the form found in table 5 for every property. 
First, the expected values of cells A, B, D and E were calculated. 
This was done by dividing the total row value (C or F) of a cell by 
the total amount of speeches (I) and multiplying this with the total 
column value (G or H) of a cell. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 5. Contingency table used to calculate chi-square values 

 
After this the chi-square values were calculated using the 
following formula: 

 
Where 
X2 = Pearson’s chi-square value 
O = Observed frequency 
E = Expected frequency 
n = Number of cells (minus the totals cells) 

4.3 Correlation Coefficient 
The above mentioned methods both handle the properties as 
variables on a nominal scale. There are, however, some properties 
that are on an interval scale. For these properties it is interesting 
to see if there is a correlation between the property and the 
amount of times a topic was mentioned by politicians with that 
property. We did not use the actual amount of times a topic was 
mentioned for the correlation coefficient, as this would give a 
wrong view of reality, because the amount of times a topic was 
mentioned would be higher for a property if that property was 
present in more speeches than another property. Therefore the 
percentage of speeches in which a topic was mentioned of the 
total amount of speeches was used. The correlation coefficients 
were calculated using the Apache commons math library 4 . The 
correlation coefficient does not give the actual trend, the ‘slope’ 
of the relation, between the property and the amount of 
references, but it shows how much correlation there is. If the 
correlation coefficient is between 0 and 1 it means that there is a 
positivie correlation between the two variables, with a higher 
number meaning that there is more correlation than with a low 
number. If the correlation coefficient lies between -1 and 0 it 
means that there is a negative correlation between the two 
variables. Next to the fact that it does not show the actual trend, 
correlation coefficients can also only be used to find linear 
correlations.  

                                                                 
4 http://commons.apache.org/proper/commons-math/download_math.cgi 

 speeches 
with topic Y 

speeches 
without topic 

Y 

total 
speeches 

speeches of 
politicians 

with property 
X 

A B C 

speeches of 
politicians 

without 
property X 

D E F 

total speeches G H I 
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5. Case Studies 
In order to demonstrate the approach and to assess how it works 
in different situations performed multiple case studies on three 
different topics. These topics were: 

• News papers 

• Europe 

• Investing vs. making cutbacks 
We did this by trying to give an answer to the question: What are 
the relations found between properties of politicians and the 
topics they mention in the debates?, where these mentioned topics 
are different news papers, Europe or invesments vs. making 
cutbacks. We will perform a more detailed case study in 
answering the question what relations are found between 
properties of politicians and mentioning a specific news paper 
(the “Telegraaf”) in order to demonstrate the effects of the 
cleaning of the data, and shortly discuss the analysis of the other 
topics, to show the results and differences when using different 
kinds of topics. To increase readability we abbreviated 
namespaces, like “http://nl.dbpedia.org/resource/”, to shorter 
namespaces, like “nldb:” in our results. The results contain both 
singular and combinations of properties. 

5.1 Detailed Case Study: Politicians 
mentioning the “Telegraaf” 
In this section we will describe in more detail how association 
rule learning, chi-square tests and correlation coefficients were 
used to find relations between properties of politicians and 
mentioning the “Telegraaf” and what the effects of cleaning the 
data have on the results. The search term used to classify speeches 
for containing or not containing the topic was “Telegraaf”. 

5.1.1 Association rule learning 
By using association rule learning, we wanted to see if we can 
find certain rules in the data and what the strongest rules are. With 
this method we made all possible rules in the form of {Property of 
politician} {Mention of the “Telegraaf”}, and calculated the 
confidence and support level for the rules. The properties present 
in less than 15 politicians were removed from the rules, in order 
to lower the chance that a high confidence value was caused by a 
single person, and the rules with a support level of lower than 
0.0000255 were removed from the ranking. This support level 
was chosen because this was the support level of 30 references to 
a news paper. The rules were finally ranked based on the 
confidence level. Next to that, we calculated the chi-square values 
and corresponding p-values for all the rules, in order to see if the 
results were statistically significant. This led to the top twenty of 
properties, ranked on the confidence level of the rules: {Property 
of politician} {Reference to the “Telegraaf”}, found in table 6. 
What we can see from this table is that (former) members of the 
Dutch Senate (“Eerste kamerlid”) who started around 1950 are in 
the top twenty, so there is likely a relation between politicians 
who have these properties and mentioning the “Telegraaf”. Next 
to that we can also see that (former) members of the Dutch party 
the “Boerenpartij” and (former) members of the city council 
(“Gemeenteraad”), who started around 1950, are ranked quite 
high. Also, the p-values show that these relations are all 
statistically significant. However, these results also show a 
problem with the data, namely the synonymous properties. For 
example, the property with the value 
“nldb:Boerenpartij_(Nederland)” and the property with the value 

“nldb:Categorie:Boerenpartij-politicus” describe exactly the same 
property of the politician, namely being a (former) member of the 
Dutch party the “Boerenpartij”, but are now seen as different 
properties. That is why we cleaned the data, as described in 
section 3.4.5. This led to the top twenty of properties found in 
table 7. 
The main difference between these results and the results 
retrieved without cleaning the data is that there are much more 
properties containing certain decades, for example the date of 
death is now ranked first, while this property was not present in 
the results where the data was not adjusted. This is due to the fact 
that instead of having many different properties with different 
years, we now have fewer properties with different decades. 
Another difference, and advantage of cleaning the data, is that we 
do not have any duplicates in our results anymore. This gives 
room for other properties to get a high rank. 
The fact, however, that we have so many properties containing 
dates in our results also has a downside. Our results show, for 
example, that there might be a relation between starting around 
the year 1950 and mentioning the “Telegraaf”. However, this 
relation is probably an indirect relation, because it is far more 
likely that there is a relation between the actual year 1950, or the 
years around it, and the topic of the “Telegraaf”, than that there is 
a relation between being a politician who started around 1950 and 
this topic. We discuss this into more detail in section 6.1, but for 
now we will show what the results are without having these years 
in our results, to remove these possible indirect relations and 
show what influence this has on our results. These results can be 
found in table 8.  
These results show some new relations, not found in the other 
tables. Most of them are relations between being a (former) 
member of a political party, like the VVD, CPN or SGP, and 
mentioning the “Telegraaf”. The results also show some relations 
between certain functions and mentioning the “Telegraaf”, with 
the most interesting probably being the relation between former 
members of the Dutch resistance during World War II 
(“Nederlands verzetsstrijder in de Tweede Wereldoorlog”) and 
the “Telegraaf”.  

5.1.2 Correlation coefficient 
Next to the analysis of the variables on a nominal scale we also 
calculated the correlation coefficient between some variables on 
an interval scale and the amount of times politicians with those 
properties, or variables, mentioned news papers. Table 9 shows 
those correlation coefficients of all the news papers used in our 
study. 

This table shows some interesting relations. As with the results 
found using association rule learning, most of the strongest 
correlations found are between the starting year and ending year 
and the amount of referrals to news papers. For example, we can 
see that there is a quite high negative correlation between the 
starting and ending year of a politician and the amount times a 
politician refers to the “Telegraaf”. This would mean that in the 
early years of the debates we studied, around 1950, the amount of 
references made to the “Telegraaf” would be much higher than at 
the final years of the debates, around 1990. We also see that there 
is a strong positive correlation between the starting and ending 
year of a politician and the amount of times a politician refers to 
the “NRC Handelsblad”, which is likely due to the fact that this 
paper started in 1970, while this study covers debates from 1945. 
Finally we can see that there might also be a negative correlation 
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between the amount of working years and the amount of 
references made to the “AD” and the “NRC Handelsblad”. This 
would mean that the longer a politician works the less likely he or 
she is to refer to those news papers.  

5.1.3 Analysis of the results 
Based on the results gathered through statistical analysis you can 
say that it is very likely that there are some quite strong and very 
significant relations between properties of politicians and 
mentioning the “Telegraaf”. Based on the analysis of the variables 
on a nominal scale we saw that there are relations between 
(former) members of the Dutch Senate who started around 1950, 
(former) members of the “Boerenpartij” and in general politicians 

that started around 1950 and ended around 1950/1960/1970. This 
relation between the starting and ending year of a politician and 
mentioning the “Telegraaf” was also strengthened by the fact that 
there was a negative correlation between the starting year and 
ending year and mentioning the “Telegraaf”. A reason why there 
might be a relation between mentions of the “Telegraaf” and 
politicians who started around 1950 is that there was a publication 
ban on the news paper due to its role during World War II, which 
was lifted around 1950. It may be that politicians around that time 
discussed this publication ban heavily, especially members of the 
Dutch Senate. It is probably also the reason that we found a 
relation between former members of the Dutch resistance during 
World War II and the “Telegraaf”.   

 Table 6. Top twenty properties in relation to the "Telegraaf" 

Description of property  Value of property 
Confidence 
(*1000) 

Support 
(*100000) 

Chi‐
square 
value 

P‐value 

db:activeYearsStartYear  
purl:subject 

1946:w3  
nldb:Categorie:Eerste_Kamerlid 

7.958  4.59  303  <0.0001 

purl:subject  
nldb:tijdvak 

nldb:Categorie:Eerste_Kamerlid  
1946:w3 

7.958  4.59  303  <0.0001 

end year  
working years 

1960  
12 

7.436  3.40  205  <0.0001 

db:personFunction  
start year 

nldb:Gemeenteraad  
1950 

7.336  4.16  247  <0.0001 

db:personFunction  
start year 

nldb:Eerste_Kamer_der_Staten‐Generaal  
1950 

7.255  5.52  323  <0.0001 

db:party  nldb:Boerenpartij_(Nederland)  7.239  3.82  223  <0.0001 

purl:subject  nldb:Categorie:Boerenpartij‐politicus  7.239  3.82  223  <0.0001 

db:country  
db:party 

nldb:Nederland  
nldb:Boerenpartij_(Nederland) 

7.239  3.82  223  <0.0001 

db:country  
purl:subject 

nldb:Nederland  
nldb:Categorie:Boerenpartij‐politicus 

7.239  3.82  223  <0.0001 

db:party  
purl:subject 

nldb:Boerenpartij_(Nederland)  
nldb:Categorie:Boerenpartij‐politicus 

7.239  3.82  223  <0.0001 

start year  
working years 

1950  
12 

6.754  3.40  180  <0.0001 

db:personFunction  
end year 

nldb:Gemeenteraad  
1970 

6.098  5.18  239  <0.0001 

db:activeYearsEndYear  
end year 

1970:w3  
1970 

6.063  4.76  217  <0.0001 

purl:subject  
end year 

nldb:Categorie:Eerste_Kamerlid  
1960 

6.007  4.25  191  <0.0001 

db:personFunction  
end year 

nldb:Eerste_Kamer_der_Staten‐Generaal  
1970 

5.751  4.16  176  <0.0001 

purl:subject  
start year 

nldb:Categorie:Eerste_Kamerlid  
1950 

5.507  11.30  455  <0.0001 

nldb:functie  Lid van de Eerste Kamer der Staten‐Generaal@nl  5.009  2.72  93  <0.0001 

db:country  
nldb:functie 

nldb:Nederland  
Lid van de Eerste Kamer der Staten‐Generaal@nl 

5.009  2.72  93  <0.0001 

purl:subject  
nldb:functie 

nldb:Categorie:Eerste_Kamerlid  
Lid van de Eerste Kamer der Staten‐Generaal@nl 

5.009  2.72  93  <0.0001 

db:personFunction  
nldb:tijdvak 

nldb:Gemeenteraad  
1946:w3 

4.909  3.82  127  <0.0001 
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Table 7. Top twenty cleaned properties in relation to the “Telegraaf” 

 

Description of property  Value of property 
Confidence 
(*1000) 

Support 
(*100000) 

Chi‐
square 
value 

P‐value 

db:deathDate  
db:personFunction 

1970  
nldb:Eerste_Kamer_der_Staten‐Generaal 

8.365  4.16  293  <0.0001 

end year  
working years 

1960  
12 

7.436  3.40  205  <0.0001 

db:personFunction  
start year 

nldb:Gemeenteraad  
1950 

7.336  4.16  247  <0.0001 

db:party  nldb:Boerenpartij_(Nederland)  7.239  3.82  223  <0.0001 

db:country  
db:party 

nldb:Nederland  
nldb:Boerenpartij_(Nederland) 

7.239  3.82  223  <0.0001 

db:activeYearsEndYear  
db:personFunction 

1940  
nldb:Eerste_Kamer_der_Staten‐Generaal 

6.759  4.25  225  <0.0001 

start year  
working years 

1950  
12 

6.754  3.40  180  <0.0001 

db:activeYearsEndYear  
db:personFunction 

1950  
nldb:Eerste_Kamer_der_Staten‐Generaal 

6.612  7.48  387  <0.0001 

db:personFunction  
end year 

nldb:Gemeenteraad  
1970 

6.098  5.18  239  <0.0001 

db:activeYearsEndYear  1930  6.031  4.59  208  <0.0001 

db:personFunction  
end year 

nldb:Eerste_Kamer_der_Staten‐Generaal  
1960 

5.977  4.25  190  <0.0001 

db:activeYearsStartYear  
db:personFunction 

1930  
nldb:Eerste_Kamer_der_Staten‐Generaal 

5.944  3.57  158  <0.0001 

db:personFunction  
nldb:tijdvak 

nldb:Eerste_Kamer_der_Staten‐Generaal  
1930 

5.944  3.57  158  <0.0001 

db:personFunction  
end year 

nldb:Provinciale_Staten  
1970 

5.921  4.16  183  <0.0001 

db:activeYearsStartYear  1930  5.725  4.84  204  <0.0001 

nldb:tijdvak  1930  5.725  4.84  204  <0.0001 

db:activeYearsEndYear  1940  5.719  6.54  276  <0.0001 

db:deathDate  
db:party 

1980  
nldb:Volkspartij_voor_Vrijheid_en_Democratie 

5.069  4.08  143  <0.0001 

db:activeYearsStartYear  
db:personFunction 

1950  
nldb:Eerste_Kamer_der_Staten‐Generaal 

5.034  8.75  306  <0.0001 

db:personFunction  
nldb:tijdvak 

nldb:Eerste_Kamer_der_Staten‐Generaal  
1950 

4.999  8.75  303  <0.0001 
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Table 8. Top twenty cleaned properties without dates in relation to the “Telegraaf” 
 

Description of property  Value of property 
Confidence 
(*1000) 

Support 
(*100000) 

Chi‐
square 
value 

P‐value 

db:country 
db:party 

nldb:Nederland 
nldb:Boerenpartij_(Nederland) 

7.239  3.82  223 
<0.0001 

db:party  nldb:Boerenpartij_(Nederland)  7.239  3.82  223  <0.0001 

db:personFunction 
db:party 

nldb:Provinciale_Staten 
nldb:Volkspartij_voor_Vrijheid_en_Democratie 

4.229  3.40  89 
<0.0001 

db:personFunction 
purl:subject 

nldb:Provinciale_Staten 
nldb:Categorie:Nederlands_gemeentelijk_politicus 

4.203  4.25  110 
<0.0001 

purl:subject 
purl:subject 

nldb:Categorie:Tweede_Kamerlid 
nldb:Categorie:Nederlands_verzetsstrijder_in_de_Tweede_Wereldoorlog 

4.045  9.77  241 
<0.0001 

db:country 
purl:subject 

nldb:Nederland 
nldb:Categorie:Nederlands_verzetsstrijder_in_de_Tweede_Wereldoorlog 

3.803  10.20  227 
<0.0001 

purl:subject  nldb:Categorie:Nederlands_verzetsstrijder_in_de_Tweede_Wereldoorlog  3.803  10.20  227  <0.0001 

db:country 
db:party 

nldb:Nederland 
nldb:Communistische_Partij_van_Nederland 

3.160  7.39  115 
<0.0001 

db:party  nldb:Communistische_Partij_van_Nederland  3.160  7.39  115  <0.0001 

db:personFunction 
purl:subject 

nldb:Gemeenteraad 
nldb:Categorie:Nederlands_provinciaal_politicus 

3.096  5.86  87 
<0.0001 

db:party 
purl:subject 

nldb:Communistische_Partij_van_Nederland 
nldb:Categorie:Tweede_Kamerlid 

3.023  6.88  98 
<0.0001 

db:personFunction 
working years 

nldb:Eerste_Kamer_der_Staten‐Generaal 
12 

2.966  5.35  73 
<0.0001 

db:personFunction 
db:title 

nldb:Eerste_Kamer_der_Staten‐Generaal 
Mr.@nl 

2.861  3.31  41 
<0.0001 

db:party 
purl:subject 

nldb:Volkspartij_voor_Vrijheid_en_Democratie 
nldb:Categorie:Nederlands_ambtenaar 

2.818  3.06  37 
<0.0001 

db:personFunction 
db:personFunction 

nldb:Eerste_Kamer_der_Staten‐Generaal 
nldb:Fractievoorzitter 

2.738  6.46  74 
<0.0001 

db:country 
db:party 

nldb:Nederland 
nldb:Staatkundig_Gereformeerde_Partij 

2.727  3.74  42 
<0.0001 

db:party  nldb:Staatkundig_Gereformeerde_Partij  2.727  3.74  42  <0.0001 

db:personFunction 
nldb:functie 

nldb:Provinciale_Staten 
Lid Eerste Kamer@nl 

2.686  4.25  46 
<0.0001 

db:personFunction 
purl:subject 

nldb:Tweede_Kamer_der_Staten‐Generaal 
nldb:Categorie:Nederlands_gemeentelijk_politicus 

2.655  4.08  43 
<0.0001 

purl:subject  nldb:Categorie:Nederlands_journalist  2.453  12.90  117  <0.0001 
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Table 8. Correlation coefficients between properties and news papers 

Finally the relations between being a (former) member of the 
“Boerenpartij” and the “VVD”, and mentioning the “Telegraaf” 
might be explained by the fact that both the news paper and the 
parties are right-winged. 
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5.2 Other Case Studies 
Next to the news paper the “Telegraaf” we have also looked at the 
relations to other topics. We will shortly describe the results per 
topic and give possible reasons why certain relations exist. These 
reasons however are possible reasons, but more eleborate research 
by experts on this topic is needed to verify these statements. The 
tables containing the top twenty properties can be found in the 
appendix. 

5.2.1 Algemeen Dagblad 
Table 10 in the appendix shows the top twenty of properties in 
relation to referring to the “Algemeen Dagblad”. The search terms 
used to classify speeches for containing or not containing the 
topic were “Algemeen Dagblad”, “het AD” and “Het AD”. The 
latter two were used to find mentions of the abbreviation of the 
name of the news paper. The results show that especially (former) 
members of the Dutch party the “VVD” mention this news paper 
a lot. The reason for this might be that readers of the news paper 
and voters of the party both are characterized by a higher income. 

5.2.2 Volkskrant 
Table 11 in the appendix shows the top twenty of properties in 
relation to referring to the “Volkskrant”. The search terms used to 
classify speeches for containing or not containing the topic were 
“Volkskrant”, “de VK” and “De VK”. The latter two were used to 
find mentions of the abbreviation of the name of the news paper. 
The results show that especially (former) members of the Dutch 
parties the “CPN” and the “PvdA” mention this news paper a lot. 
The reason for this might be that both the news paper and the 
parties are left-winged. 

5.2.3 NRC Handelsblad 
Table 12 in the appendix shows the top twenty of properties in 
relation to referring to the “NRC Handelsblad”. The search term 
used to classify speeches for containing or not containing the 
topic was “NRC”. The results show that especially politicians that 
started around 1990 mention the news paper a lot. This can be 
because the news paper itself started later than the other news 
papers, namely in 1970. Because the news paper just started it 
may be reasonable that only in the later years of this study the 
“NRC” was often mentioned. 

5.2.4 Trouw 
Table 13 in the appendix shows the top twenty of properties in 
relation to referring to the “Trouw”. The search term used to 
classify speeches for containing or not containing the topic was 
“de Trouw”. The results show that especially (former) members 
of the parties the “VVD” and the “PvdV” and politicians who 

were active around 1950 mention this news paper often. The 
reason that politicians who were active around 1950 mention this 
news paper often might be explained by the fact that during 
World War II the paper was a Dutch resistance paper and it might 
have been popular because of that after the war.  

Telegraaf AD VK NRC Trouw Parool FD RD ND 

Start year -0.65 0.18 -0.18 0.80 -0.61 -0.68 0.32 0.22 0.23 

End year -0.51 0.44 -0.50 0.78 -0.62 -0.55 0.03 0.42 0.55 

Working years 0.26 -0.51 -0.10 -0.54 0.13 0.10 -0.35 -0.09 -0.21 

Activity in speeches -0.07 -0.08 -0.17 -0.13 -0.19 -0.08 -0.08 -0.05 0.06 

5.2.5 Parool 
Table 14 in the appendix shows the top twenty of properties in 
relation to referring to the “Parool”. The search term used to 
classify speeches for containing or not containing the topic was 
“Parool”. The results show that especially (former) members of 
the parties the “CPN” mention this news paper often. This could 
be due to the fact that the news paper and the party are both left-
winged. The results also show that politicians who started around 
1950 mention this news paper often, which could be due to the 
fact that it had become a popular news paper after the war due to 
its activities during the war. 

5.2.6 Financieele Dagblad 
Table 15 in the appendix shows the top twenty of properties in 
relation to referring to the “Financieele Dagblad”. The search 
term used to classify speeches for containing or not containing the 
topic were “Financieele Dagblad”, “het FD” and “Het FD”. The 
results show that especially politicians who ended in 1974 were 
ranked highly. Also, it seems that politicians with a title “Master 
of Law” (“Mr.”) mention this news paper often. However, we 
could not find any apparent reason for these relations.  

5.2.7 Reformatorisch Dagblad and Nederlands 
Dagblad 
The final two papers we used in our study were the 
“Reformatorisch Dagblad” and the “Nederlands Dagblad”. 
However, due to the fact that these papers were mention very 
little almost all of the properties were removed from the ranking, 
because of the low support level. For the “Reformatorisch 
Dagblad” only three properties remained and for the “Nederlands 
Dagblad” only seven properties remained. This was too little to 
get any interesting results from.   

5.2.8 Europe 
Next to the news papers we have also looked at the relations to 
the topic of Europe. The search term used to identify whether or 
not a speech mentioned this topic was “Europe”. Table 16 in the 
appendix shows the top twenty of properties in relation to 
mentioning Europe by using association rule learning and table 17 
shows the correlation coefficients between the topic and 
numerical properties. The results show that especially politicians 
who started around 1950, 1990 or (former) Dutch diplomats 
(“Nederlands diplomaat”) mention Europe often. The correlation 
coefficients do not show any strong correlations between 
numerical properties and Europe. The reason (former) Dutch 
diplomats mention Europe often can be explained by the fact that 



diplomats are much more involved in foreign countries, which 
may include Europe. The fact that there seems to be a relation 
between starting around 1950 and mentioning Europe may be 
explained by the fact that Europe itself was important after World 
War II. Finally the relation between starting around 1990 and 
mentioning Europe might be explained by the fact that the current 
European Union was founded in 1993.    

5.2.9 Investing vs. making cutbacks 
The final topic of study was investing vs. making cutbacks. For 
this study we were especially interested in finding out what the 
differences are in properties of politicians that talk about investing 
and of politicians that talk about making cutbacks. The search 
term used to identify whether or not a speech mentioned investing 
was “investeren” and whether or not a speech mentioned making 
cutbacks was “bezuinigen”. Table 18 in the appendix shows the 
top twenty of properties in relation to mentioning investing, table 
19 in the appendix shows the top twenty of properties in relation 
to mentioning making cutbacks and table 20 shows the correlation 
coefficients between the topics and numerical properties. 
What is quite striking in these tables is that it seems that there 
seems to be a relation between talking about investing as well as 
making cutbacks with the property of having worked for zero 
years. Zero working years would mean that a politician had his or 
her last speech in the same year as the first speech. An 
explanation for this might be that politicians, who do not speak 
often, do talk about investing and making cutbacks. For the topic 
of making cutbacks this is also strengthened by the fact that there 
seems to be a negative correlation between the amount of working 
years and the amount of times a politician talks about making 
cutbacks. A more thorough investigation is, however, necessary 
on why this might be the case. Next to that, we can see that 
(former) members of the Dutch party “PvdA” mention investing a 
lot in the debates. On the other hand we can see that (former) 
members of the “Boerenpartij” mention making cutbacks a lot.  

5.3 General Findings 
Next to looking at the results per topic, it is also interesting to see 
what types of properties are generally found in the results. What 
we saw in the case studies was that most of the relations found 
contained years, like starting years or ending years. Excluding 
table 8, we found that in all the results from the case studies 131 
of the 220 properties were properties containing years, being it 
one or two properties of a combination of properties or being it 
just a singular property. This may be due to the fact that these 
topics are heavily related to specific time periods, but it may also 
be because these properties are more commonly found among the 
politicians than other properties. Next to that, we found that 60 of 
the 220 properties were properties containing political parties. 
Finally, we found that 77 of the 220 properties were properties 
describing being a member of the Dutch Senate, while only 21 of 
the 220 properties were properties describing being a member of 
the House of Representatives.  
If we only look at the results of the case studies on news papers 
we see both some similarities as well as some differences between 
the outcomes of the different case studies. We saw that every case 
study about the news papers resulted in relations found between 
members of certain political parties and mentioning the news 
paper, however the political party differed between the news 
papers. For example, (former) members of the “VVD” seemed to 
mention the “Telegraaf”, the “Algemeen Dagblad” and the 
“Trouw”often, while (former) members of the “CPN” seemed to 

mention the “Telegraaf”, the “Volkskrant” and the “Parool” more 
often. 

6. DISCUSSION 
6.1 Methods 
In our study we have shown how we gathered, linked, cleaned and 
analyzed data from the PoliMedia and DBpedia datasets. In this 
process we have made some choices, which could have influenced 
our methods and results. We will discuss some of the choices we 
made. 
First of all, in our study we have only used the data provided by 
the PoliMedia and DBpedia datasets. However, there are also 
other datasets which may provide similar data as the PoliMedia 
dataset, albeit in other formats or with other types of information. 
If we would have used a different dataset our methods could have 
been different, especially the linking, if the names were different 
in the other dataset. Also, the fact that we have only used 
DBpedia as our source for information on politicians has also 
influenced our methods and results. If we would have used more 
datasets besides DBpedia we would have more information on 
politicians. However, by adding datasets we would also have to 
deal with more synonymous properties, which would lead to the 
fact that more data cleaning would have been necessary. Next to 
that, we would also have had to make another linking algorithm to 
correctly link to the other datasets.  
In the process of gathering the data on the debates and tagging the 
speeches with the occurrence of the topics, we made the choice to 
use rather simple search terms to identify whether or not a speech 
contained a topic. As the main purpose of these topics was to 
show what results our methods would produce, we deemed it 
unnecessary to spend much time identifying the best and most 
extensive search terms for these topics. Because of this decision it 
may be that we did not classify all speeches correctly on 
containing certain topics. If one would want to correctly classify 
all the speeches on a topic, the best way to do this would be to 
identify the best search terms, evaluate a selection of the 
classified speeches and possibly adjust the search terms. 
In our study we have shown that our linking algorithm was quite 
successful and led to a high recall and precision. However, we 
could have also decided to manually correct incorrect links and 
add links that should have been made. We did not do this, because 
first of all, this would have taken quite a lot of time, but more 
importantly, we wanted to show how this study can be performed 
with as little manual work as possible, so that these methods can 
also be applied in other fields besides Dutch politicians.  
On the property level we have also made some important choices. 
First of all, we added four properties of our own, namely the 
amount of speeches, amount of working years, start year and end 
year. There are however much more possible properties which 
could have been added. Some of them might be simple to add, 
like the amount of properties a politician has on DBpedia, but 
others might be a bit more difficult, like the age of a politician 
when he or she was part of a debate. Our choice to round dates off 
to decades and the way we did this could have also influenced our 
results. For example, we now rounded the years 1945 to 1954 off 
to the decade 1950, however if we would have rounded it off in a 
different way or to periods of five years instead of ten we would 
have had different results. If we would have rounded years off to 
periods of less than ten years, we would have had more specific 
properties. However, by rounding years off to smaller periods 
these properties could also become so specific that they would 
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become present in less than 15 politicians and would not be used 
in the analysis. Also, the fact that we did not clean all the 
properties could have influenced our results. We decided to only 
clean some of the properties, in order to show what effect this 
might have on the results. But in order to improve the results, all 
synonymous properties should be identified and merged and too 
specific properties should be generalized. Next to that, we only 
used properties which were present in 15 or more politicians. We 
used this number to remove too specific properties and to reduce 
the chance of having properties high in the ranking due to only 
one politician. It could be, however, that this number is still too 
low and that some relations still seem to exist due to only one 
politician. However, our results gave no indication that this was 
the case. But, in order to be certain of this it would be necessary 
to identify how many of the politicians with certain properties 
actually mention a topic.   
In order to analyze the data we have used three different statistical 
methods, namely association rule learning, chi-square tests and 
correlation coefficients. Although these methods provided useful 
results, there may be other methods which could have been used 
for this purpose. Especially on the correlation between numerical 
properties and topics other methods could have been used to 
provide other interesting results, as our method (correlation 
coefficients) only shows linear correlations between variables. If 
one would be interested in finding different correlations between 
numerical variables and topics, the Spearman's rank-order 
correlation, for example, could have been used to test for non-
linear monotonic correlations. In association rule learning we also 
removed rules with a too low support. This cut-off point was, 
however, arbitrarily chosen and might be too low or even too 
high. For example, we could not get any results on two of the 
news papers, because almost all of the relations found were 
removed due to a low support. On the other hand, when dealing 
with a more popular topic, like Europe, it might be that our cut-
off point was too low, because we found some inexplicable 
relations between the activity in speeches and the topic, which 
had a low support compared to the other relations in the results. 
But all in all, the results retrieved using association rule learning 
did not contain many inexplicable relations, which could indicate 
that the cut-off point was a good cut-off point. 
Finally, in our case studies we have shown that many relations 
between properties and topics politicians mention in debates 
contain properties describing certain years, like the starting year 
or ending year of a politician. While there might be a relation 
between starting or ending years of a politician and certain topics, 
it is far more likely that there is a relation between certain years 
and topics. These years are not actually properties of politicians, 
but more of the debates themselves and the relation between 
starting or ending years and topics exists merely because they 
correlate with the years in which a topic was popular in the 
debate. In our study we only once showed the effect of removing 
these properties, but for the other case studies we still kept these 
properties, because we wanted to show what the results are of our 
study, without altering the data too much. However, if one would 
not want to find relations to properties containing years, these 
properties could easily be removed from the results. 
Next to the indirect relation between starting years or ending 
years of politicians and mentioned topics, indirect relations might 
also be a problem in the other results we have found in the case 
studies. For example, the fact that there are relations between 
certain political parties and certain topics might be due to the fact 

that members of these parties talk about these topics often, but it 
might also be because these political parties only existed at the 
time a certain topic was popular. Therefore a thorough analysis of 
a property and on why a relation might exist is necessary in order 
to be certain of a relation found. 

6.2 DBpedia 
In order to say more about the quality of the results and to show 
the strengths and weaknesses of using DBpedia for our study, we 
will also discuss the advantages and disadvantages of DBpedia 
and the data it provides. First of all, as described by Bizer et 
al.[14], DBpedia changes as wikipedia changes and can be 
accessed easily. Because DBpedia changes along with Wikipedia, 
the information on DBpedia is continuously being changed and 
updated. Because the information is constantly updated when 
something changes on Wikipedia the information is more up to 
date. In our case this is less relevant, because we deal with data 
from before 1995, so not much new information about this data is 
going to be added. But a better advantage of this is the fact that it 
can lead to a higher completeness and more information, if people 
are willing to put more information on Wikipedia. However, the 
fact that people can easily change and add information on 
Wikipedia also leads to the fact that some information on 
DBpedia might be incorrect, which could have influenced our 
results. In order to evaluate the correctness, one could randomly 
select a set of politicians from DBpedia and check whether or not 
the information provided is correct. 
Another advantage of DBpedia is the fact that it contains much 
information and also diverse information. Next to the fact that this 
led to diverse and interesting results, it also gives some other 
important advantages. First of all, due to the fact that properties 
on DBpedia sometimes link to other DBpedia pages, it gives 
many possibilities to get even more properties. Also, in our study 
we have shown that, although we could not directly link to 
DBpedia through the labels, due to the fact that DBpedia contains 
much information we were still able to (almost) correctly link to 
DBpedia. This was mostly due to the fact that the politicians on 
DBpedia were contained in certain categories (Dutch politicians 
according to party, members of House of Representatives, etc.) 
and because the abstracts of the pages on Dutch politicians did 
contain enough information to correctly link to DBpedia. 
However, the linking to DBpedia also showed us a big 
disadvantage of the dataset. We were not able to link 333 of the 
1248 politicians we gathered from the PoliMedia dataset, of 
which most of them were not linked because there did not exist a 
DBpedia page on the politician. Although we have shown that 
these politicians were less active than the ones that were linked to 
DBpedia, it still leads to the fact that we miss information on 
these politicians.  
This problem with the completeness also exists in the pages that 
do exist. While DBpedia contains much information, not all of the 
pages of the politicians are as complete as the others. This led to 
many properties which were not contained in many politicians. 
For example, the property of having the occupation “Politician” 
was contained in only 70 politicians, while every politician should 
have had this property. Because of the open world assumption this 
does not mean that persons that do not have this property are not 
politicians. However, the fact that these people might be 
politicians without having this property can not be easily taken 
into account when analyzing the results. For the property of being 
a politician this is not a serious problem, but it is for example a 
problem if there are politicians of a certain political party who 
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mention a certain topic very often, but are not categorized as a 
member of that political party on DBpedia. This would lead to the 
fact that it would seem that there is no relation between being a 
member of that political party and the topic, while there might be 
a strong relation between the two. If DBpedia would have been 
complete the open world assumption would not have been a 
problem, but this is not the case.  
Next to the properties that are not contained in every politician, 
there are also properties which are not available in any politician, 
while they would be very interesting to have for our study. For 
example, the pages about the politicians do not contain any 
information on the political color of the politician, while it would 
be interesting to see if there are relations between certain political 
alignments and certain topics. We have already shown in our case 
studies that there might be relations between members of certain 
political parties and certain topics because of the political 
alignment of the parties. It is possible to find the political 
alignments of politicians, by gathering the political alignments of 
the parties they belong to, but it would be much easier if these 
properties were available on the pages of the politicians 
themselves. 
Also, in the properties that do exist, we still have problems with 
missing information. These problems are mostly due to the fact 
that some properties have multiple values, without giving more 
information about these values. For example, a politician might 
become a member of different political parties in his or her career. 
On DBpedia we can see this because the party property has 
multiple values; the different parties. However, it does not give us 
any information on when a politician was a member of which 
party. So it might be that we now find relations between certain 
political parties and certain topics, while the politicians who talk 
about these topics were actually a member of a different political 
party when they mentioned these topics. Especially on the 
properties containing political parties or functions of politicians 
this is a serious problem, because we may have found relations 
between parties or functions and topics, while the politicians were 
not actually a member of these parties or had these functions at 
the time they mentioned the topic, or were only a member of the 
party or had the function for a short amount of time. 
During the study we also encountered other serious problems with 
the data from DBpedia. First of all, some properties do not have a 
clear description. For example, the property “period” (tijdvak) 
does not tell us anything about what this property means, only 
that it has something to do with time. This leads to the fact that it 
is sometimes difficult to interpret the results.  
Also, there are many inconsistencies in the data. For example, as 
already mentioned earlier, the title of Doctor is defined in many 
different ways, like “dr.”, “Dr.” and “Dr,”. This made it harder for 
us to identify whether or not two properties were the same. This is 
also related to the problem of duplicates in the data. Because 
politicians have synonymous properties, only with slightly 
different property descriptions and values, it was also difficult to 
identify and combine synonymous properties. We did this for one 
case, but for the best results all synonymous properties should be 
identified and changed so that they can be combined. This leads 
to the fact that manual work is still necessary to find relations in 
the data, albeit far less than when DBpedia was not used to 
classify politicians.  

7. CONCLUSION 
In this paper we answered the question: How can we 
automatically find associations between properties of politicians 
and the topics they mention in debates using DBpedia?, by 
finding a way to gather data about politicians and debates, linking 
politicians from the PoliMedia dataset to DBpedia and 
automatically analyzing the data. Our algorithm used to link 
politicians to DBpedia used both the labels and abstracts from 
DBpedia to correctly make links. This led to a precision of 
approximately 95% and a recall of approximately 98% of the 
politicians that were covered in DBpedia. However, 27% of all 
the politicians from the debates were not linked, mostly due to the 
fact that they were not covered in DBpedia. We have shown that 
although these politicians were much less active, it may still lead 
to a bias in our results. For analyzing the data we have used 
association rule learning to find the strongest relations, chi-square 
tests to calculate the statistical significance of these relations and 
correlation coefficients to find relations between numerical 
properties and topics politicians mention in debates. In our case 
studies we have shown what relations we found when performing 
this study on different topics. The results mainly contained 
relations involving dates, like the starting or ending year of a 
politician, and parties of politicians, but we also found relations 
involving specific functions of politicians. Finally, we have 
discussed the choices we made during our study and we have also 
given an overview of the strengths, weaknesses and possibilities 
with the data provided by DBpedia for a study like this. The main 
problems with DBpedia were that the data set is incomplete, there 
exist many synonymous properties and there are many 
inconsistencies in the values of the properties. In order to get the 
best results manual work is still required in order to clean the 
data. Next to that, our case studies have shown that although our 
methods provide interesting results, knowledge of domain experts 
is still required to be certain of the relations found in this study. 
However, the fact that DBpedia is easily accessible, provides 
much and diverse information and provides possibilities to further 
link to other pages or datasets shows that there are also many 
possibilities with the dataset.  
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10. APPENDIX 
 

Table 10. Top twenty properties in relation to the “Algemeen Dagblad” 

Description of property  Value of property 
Confidence 
(*1000) 

Support 
(*100000) 

Chi‐
square 
value 

P‐value 

purl:subject  
purl:subject 

nldb:Categorie:VVD‐politicus  
nldb:Categorie:Nederlands_bestuurder 

1.575  4.59  67  <0.0001 

db:party  
purl:subject 

nldb:Volkspartij_voor_Vrijheid_en_Democratie  
nldb:Categorie:Nederlands_bestuurder 

1.571  4.59  66  <0.0001 

purl:subject  
nldb:partij 

nldb:Categorie:Nederlands_bestuurder  
nldb:Volkspartij_voor_Vrijheid_en_Democratie 

1.526  4.33  59  <0.0001 

db:personFunction  
db:party 

nldb:Eerste_Kamer_der_Staten‐Generaal  
nldb:Volkspartij_voor_Vrijheid_en_Democratie 

1.519  3.65  49  <0.0001 

db:personFunction  
purl:subject 

nldb:Eerste_Kamer_der_Staten‐Generaal  
nldb:Categorie:VVD‐politicus 

1.513  3.65  49  <0.0001 

db:personFunction  
nldb:partij 

nldb:Eerste_Kamer_der_Staten‐Generaal  
nldb:Volkspartij_voor_Vrijheid_en_Democratie 

1.470  3.48  43  <0.0001 

nldb:tijdvak  
nldb:functie 

1990:w3  
Lid Tweede Kamer@nl 

1.334  2.80  28  <0.0001 

nldb:tijdvak  
end year 

1963:w3  
1980 

1.280  3.74  34  <0.0001 

nldb:partij  
end year 

nldb:Volkspartij_voor_Vrijheid_en_Democratie  
1980 

1.279  3.06  27  <0.0001 

purl:subject  
nldb:tijdvak 

nldb:Categorie:Tweede_Kamerlid  
1990:w3 

1.275  2.97  26  <0.0001 

db:party  
end year 

nldb:Volkspartij_voor_Vrijheid_en_Democratie  
1980 

1.271  3.06  27  <0.0001 

db:party  
purl:subject 

nldb:Anti‐Revolutionaire_Partij  
db:Members_of_the_House_of_Representatives_of_the_Netherlands 

1.269  3.31  29  <0.0001 

nldb:tijdvak  1990:w3  1.247  2.97  25  <0.0001 

db:country  
nldb:tijdvak 

nldb:Nederland  
1990:w3 

1.247  2.97  25  <0.0001 

db:personFunction  
start year 

nldb:Wethouder  
1980 

1.239  2.80  23  <0.0001 

db:activeYearsStartYear  
end year 

1963‐01‐01T00:00:00+01:00:w3  
1980 

1.107  2.89  17  <0.0001 

purl:subject  
working years 

nldb:Categorie:VVD‐politicus  
12 

1.094  3.14  18  <0.0001 

purl:subject  
purl:subject 

nldb:Categorie:VVD‐politicus  
nldb:Categorie:Eerste_Kamerlid 

1.092  5.86  35  <0.0001 

db:party  
purl:subject 

nldb:Volkspartij_voor_Vrijheid_en_Democratie  
nldb:Categorie:Eerste_Kamerlid 

1.092  5.86  35  <0.0001 

purl:subject  
purl:subject 

nldb:Categorie:Eerste_Kamerlid  
nldb:Categorie:Nederlands_bestuurder 

1.081  3.82  22  <0.0001 
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Table 11. Top twenty properties in relation to the “Volkskrant” 

 

Description of property  Value of property 
Confidence 
(*1000) 

Support 
(*100000) 

Chi‐
square 
value 

P‐value 

purl:subject  
start year 

nldb:Categorie:CPN‐politicus  
1950 

16.970  9.60  559  <0.0001 

db:party  
start year 

nldb:Communistische_Partij_van_Nederland  
1950 

16.722  9.43  538  <0.0001 

activity in speeches  80  13.400  2.63  109  <0.0001 

purl:subject  
working years 

nldb:Categorie:Eerste_Kamerlid  
3 

13.400  3.14  130  <0.0001 

purl:subject  
purl:subject 

nldb:Categorie:Eerste_Kamerlid  
nldb:Categorie:Nederlands_advocaat 

12.400  7.48  278  <0.0001 

db:activeYearsStartYear  
db:party 

1945‐01‐01T00:00:00+01:00:w3  
nldb:Partij_van_de_Arbeid_(Nederland) 

12.169  5.78  209  <0.0001 

db:activeYearsStartYear  
purl:subject 

1945‐01‐01T00:00:00+01:00:w3  
nldb:Categorie:PvdA‐politicus 

12.169  5.78  209  <0.0001 

db:personFunction  
start year 

nldb:Gemeenteraad  
1950 

11.229  6.37  204  <0.0001 

start year  
working years 

1950  
10 

10.200  3.99  110  <0.0001 

end year  
working years 

1960  
10 

10.200  3.99  110  <0.0001 

db:personFunction  
start year 

nldb:Eerste_Kamer_der_Staten‐Generaal  
1950 

10.157  7.73  211  <0.0001 

nldb:functie  Lid van de Eerste Kamer der Staten‐Generaal@nl  9.704  5.27  132  <0.0001 

db:country  
nldb:functie 

nldb:Nederland  
Lid van de Eerste Kamer der Staten‐Generaal@nl 

9.704  5.27  132  <0.0001 

purl:subject  
nldb:functie 

nldb:Categorie:Eerste_Kamerlid  
Lid van de Eerste Kamer der Staten‐Generaal@nl 

9.704  5.27  132  <0.0001 

db:party  
nldb:tijdvak 

nldb:Partij_van_de_Arbeid_(Nederland)  
1945:w3 

9.686  7.14  179  <0.0001 

purl:subject  
nldb:tijdvak 

nldb:Categorie:PvdA‐politicus  
1945:w3 

9.651  7.14  178  <0.0001 

db:personFunction  
nldb:functie 

nldb:Eerste_Kamer_der_Staten‐Generaal  
Lid van de Eerste Kamer der Staten‐Generaal@nl 

9.641  5.18  129  <0.0001 

db:personFunction  
end year 

nldb:Eerste_Kamer_der_Staten‐Generaal  
1970 

9.620  6.97  173  <0.0001 

purl:subject  
end year 

nldb:Categorie:Eerste_Kamerlid  
1970 

9.040  13.00  292  <0.0001 

db:activeYearsStartYear  
purl:subject 

1946‐01‐01T00:00:00+01:00:w3  
nldb:Categorie:Eerste_Kamerlid 

8.989  5.18  114  <0.0001 
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Table 12. Top twenty properties in relation to the “NRC Handelsblad” 

 

Description of property  Value of property 
Confidence 
(*1000) 

Support 
(*100000) 

Chi‐
square 
value 

P‐value 

purl:subject  
working years 

nldb:Categorie:Eerste_Kamerlid  
3 

15.200  3.57  216  <0.0001 

nldb:functie  Lid van de Eerste Kamer der Staten‐Generaal@nl  10.174  5.52  189  <0.0001 

db:country  
nldb:functie 

nldb:Nederland  
Lid van de Eerste Kamer der Staten‐Generaal@nl 

10.174  5.52  189  <0.0001 

purl:subject  
nldb:functie 

nldb:Categorie:Eerste_Kamerlid  
Lid van de Eerste Kamer der Staten‐Generaal@nl 

10.174  5.52  189  <0.0001 

db:personFunction  
nldb:functie 

nldb:Eerste_Kamer_der_Staten‐Generaal  
Lid van de Eerste Kamer der Staten‐Generaal@nl 

10.115  5.44  185  <0.0001 

start year  
working years 

1990  
3 

9.546  4.16  129  <0.0001 

nldb:tijdvak  
start year 

1991:w3  
1990 

9.020  3.48  98  <0.0001 

db:activeYearsStartYear  
start year 

1991‐01‐01T00:00:00+01:00:w3  
1990 

9.020  3.31  93  <0.0001 

purl:subject  
start year 

nldb:Categorie:Eerste_Kamerlid  
1990 

8.990  9.77  277  <0.0001 

db:activeYearsEndYear  
purl:subject 

1991‐01‐01T00:00:00+01:00:w3  
nldb:Categorie:Eerste_Kamerlid 

7.458  6.63  136  <0.0001 

purl:subject  
working years 

nldb:Categorie:Eerste_Kamerlid  
7 

7.036  2.89  52  <0.0001 

nldb:functie  
start year 

Lid Eerste Kamer@nl  
1990 

7.007  6.37  116  <0.0001 

db:activeYearsStartYear  
start year 

1987‐01‐01T00:00:00+01:00:w3  
1990 

6.760  4.59  78  <0.0001 

nldb:tijdvak  
start year 

1987:w3  
1990 

6.761  4.59  78  <0.0001 

purl:subject  
nldb:functie 

nldb:Categorie:Nederlands_provinciaal_politicus  
Lid Eerste Kamer@nl 

6.760  8.33  142  <0.0001 

purl:subject  
nldb:partij 

nldb:Categorie:GroenLinks‐politicus  
nldb:GroenLinks 

6.691  11.00  186  <0.0001 

purl:subject  
nldb:tijdvak 

nldb:Categorie:Eerste_Kamerlid  
1987:w3 

6.679  4.50  74  <0.0001 

db:personFunction  
start year 

nldb:Eerste_Kamer_der_Staten‐Generaal  
1990 

6.380  5.18  78  <0.0001 

db:activeYearsStartYear  
purl:subject 

1987‐01‐01T00:00:00+01:00:w3  
nldb:Categorie:Eerste_Kamerlid 

6.382  4.25  64  <0.0001 

db:personFunction  
start year 

nldb:Eerste_Kamer_der_Staten‐Generaal  
1980 

6.130  14.40  205  <0.0001 
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Table 13. Top twenty properties in relation to the “Trouw” 

 

Description of property  Value of property 
Confidence 
(*1000) 

Support 
(*100000) 

Chi‐
square 
value 

P‐value 

activity in speeches  160  25.791  5.61  292  <0.0001 

db:party  
end year 

nldb:Volkspartij_voor_Vrijheid_en_Democratie  
1960 

25.500  15.20  784  <0.0001 

purl:subject  
end year 

nldb:Categorie:VVD‐politicus  
1960 

25.414  15.40  787  <0.0001 

purl:subject  
start year 

nldb:Categorie:PvdV‐politicus  
1950 

25.064  11.70  588  <0.0001 

purl:subject  
end year 

nldb:Categorie:Eerste_Kamerlid  
1950 

24.197  5.44  259  <0.0001 

nldb:partij  
end year 

nldb:Volkspartij_voor_Vrijheid_en_Democratie  
1960 

23.669  13.30  614  <0.0001 

activity in speeches  120  23.300  4.25  192  <0.0001 

db:personFunction  
end year 

nldb:Tweede_Kamer_der_Staten‐Generaal  
1960 

23.300  9.86  445  <0.0001 

db:party  
start year 

nldb:Anti‐Revolutionaire_Partij  
1950 

23.200  17.20  776  <0.0001 

nldb:partij  
start year 

nldb:Anti‐Revolutionaire_Partij  
1950 

23.242  17.20  776  <0.0001 

purl:subject  
purl:subject 

nldb:Categorie:VVD‐politicus  
nldb:Categorie:PvdV‐politicus 

22.800  12.10  528  <0.0001 

purl:subject  nldb:Categorie:PvdV‐politicus  22.700  12.10  527  <0.0001 

db:country  
purl:subject 

nldb:Nederland  
nldb:Categorie:PvdV‐politicus 

22.735  12.10  527  <0.0001 

purl:subject  
end year 

nldb:Categorie:Eerste_Kamerlid  
1960 

22.700  16.10  702  <0.0001 

purl:subject  
start year 

nldb:Categorie:ARP‐politicus  
1950 

22.675  17.60  768  <0.0001 

db:personFunction  
nldb:tijdvak 

nldb:Tweede_Kamer_der_Staten‐Generaal  
1945:w3 

22.600  14.50  632  <0.0001 

db:country  
activity in speeches 

nldb:Nederland  
70 

22.600  2.80  120  <0.0001 

start year  
werkjaren 

1950  
10 

22.242  8.67  366  <0.0001 

end year  
werkjaren 

1960  
10 

22.200  8.67  366  <0.0001 

db:country  
activity in speeches 

nldb:Nederland  
80 

22.145  2.72  114  <0.0001 
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Table 14. Top twenty properties in relation to the “Parool” 

 

Description of property  Value of property 
Confidence 
(*1000) 

Support 
(*100000) 

Chi‐
square 
value 

P‐value 

db:party  
start year 

nldb:Communistische_Partij_van_Nederland  
1950 

8.888  5.01  480  <0.0001 

purl:subject  
start year 

nldb:Categorie:CPN‐politicus  
1950 

8.860  5.01  479  <0.0001 

db:personFunction  
start year 

nldb:Gemeenteraad  
1950 

6.139  3.48  208  <0.0001 

purl:subject  
purl:subject 

nldb:Categorie:Eerste_Kamerlid  
nldb:Categorie:Nederlands_advocaat 

5.767  3.48  191  <0.0001 

purl:subject  
start year 

nldb:Categorie:Nederlands_verzetsstrijder_in_de_Tweede_Wereldoorlog 
1950 

5.690  4.93  267  <0.0001 

db:personFunction  
start year 

nldb:Eerste_Kamer_der_Staten‐Generaal  
1950 

5.250  3.99  192  <0.0001 

nldb:tijdvak  
end year 

1946:w3  
1960 

4.932  3.23  142  <0.0001 

db:personFunction  
end year 

nldb:Eerste_Kamer_der_Staten‐Generaal  
1970 

4.930  3.57  157  <0.0001 

purl:subject  
start year 

nldb:Categorie:Eerste_Kamerlid  
1950 

4.721  9.69  407  <0.0001 

db:party  
start year 

nldb:Anti‐Revolutionaire_Partij  
1950 

4.602  3.40  135  <0.0001 

nldb:partij  
start year 

nldb:Anti‐Revolutionaire_Partij  
1950 

4.602  3.40  135  <0.0001 

purl:subject  
end year 

nldb:Categorie:Eerste_Kamerlid  
1970 

4.488  6.46  250  <0.0001 

purl:subject  
start year 

nldb:Categorie:ARP‐politicus  
1950 

4.382  3.40  126  <0.0001 

db:personFunction  
nldb:tijdvak 

nldb:Tweede_Kamer_der_Staten‐Generaal  
1945:w3 

4.103  2.63  88  <0.0001 

end year  1950  4.050  3.23  106  <0.0001 

start year  
end year 

1950  
1950 

4.045  3.23  106  <0.0001 

db:party  
purl:subject 

nldb:Communistische_Partij_van_Nederland  
nldb:Categorie:CPN‐politicus 

4.019  8.75  288  <0.0001 

db:activeYearsStartYear  
purl:subject 

1945‐01‐01T00:00:00+01:00:w3  
nldb:Categorie:Tweede_Kamerlid 

4.010  3.40  110  <0.0001 

db:activeYearsStartYear  
start year 

1945‐01‐01T00:00:00+01:00:w3  
1950 

3.977  3.31  106  <0.0001 

purl:subject  
end year 

nldb:Categorie:Eerste_Kamerlid  
1960 

3.960  2.80  89  <0.0001 
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Table 15. Top twenty properties in relation to the “Financieele Dagblad” 

 

Description of property  Value of property 
Confidence 
(*1000) 

Support 
(*100000) 

Chi‐
square 
value 

P‐value 

db:activeYearsEndYear  
db:country 

1974‐01‐01T00:00:00+01:00:w3  
nldb:Nederland 

0.893  2.80  39  <0.0001 

db:activeYearsEndYear  1974‐01‐01T00:00:00+01:00:w3  0.872  2.80  38  <0.0001 

nldb:partij  
end year 

nldb:Christen‐Democratisch_Appèl  
1990 

0.650  3.48  23  <0.0001 

db:personFunction  
nldb:functie 

nldb:Tweede_Kamer  
Lid Tweede Kamer@nl 

0.634  3.31  20  <0.0001 

db:personFunction  
db:title 

nldb:Tweede_Kamer_der_Staten‐Generaal  
Mr.@nl 

0.608  2.63  14  <0.001 

purl:subject  
start year 

nldb:Categorie:Eerste_Kamerlid  
1980 

0.600  3.23  16  <0.0001 

db:personFunction  
purl:subject 

nldb:Tweede_Kamer  
db:Category:Dutch_civil_servants 

0.600  2.97  15  <0.0001 

db:country  
db:title 

nldb:Nederland  
Mr.@nl 

0.596  3.14  16  <0.0001 

db:title  Mr.@nl  0.594  3.14  15  <0.0001 

db:party  
end year 

nldb:Christen‐Democratisch_Appèl  
1990 

0.586  3.65  17  <0.0001 

db:personFunction  
purl:description 

nldb:Tweede_Kamer  
Dutch politician@en 

0.561  3.23  13  <0.001 

db:personFunction  
db:shortDescription 

nldb:Tweede_Kamer  
Dutch politician@en 

0.561  3.23  13  <0.001 

db:title  
purl:subject 

Mr.@nl  
nldb:Categorie:Tweede_Kamerlid 

0.560  2.72  11  <0.001 

start year  
end year 

1980  
1990 

0.550  5.10  20  <0.0001 

purl:subject  
start year 

nldb:Categorie:VVD‐politicus  
1980 

0.546  4.08  15  <0.0001 

db:personFunction  
purl:subject 

nldb:Eerste_Kamer_der_Staten‐Generaal  
nldb:Categorie:Eerste_Kamerlid 

0.543  4.25  16  <0.0001 

purl:subject  
end year 

nldb:Categorie:CDA‐politicus  
1990 

0.543  3.74  13  <0.001 

db:activeYearsStartYear  
end year 

1981‐01‐01T00:00:00+01:00:w3  
1990 

0.543  2.63  9  <0.01 

db:country  
db:personFunction 

nldb:Nederland  
nldb:Eerste_Kamer_der_Staten‐Generaal 

0.540  4.25  15  <0.0001 

start year  1990  0.536  4.25  15  <0.0001 
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Table 16. Top twenty properties in relation to Europe 

Description of property  Value of property 
Confidence 
(*1000) 

Support 
(*100000) 

Chi‐
square 
value 

P‐value 

purl:subject  
end year 

nldb:Categorie:Eerste_Kamerlid  
1950 

91.500  20.60  677  <0.0001 

db:country  
activity in speeches 

nldb:Nederland  
30 

86.000  6.12  182  <0.0001 

db:country  
activity in speeches 

nldb:Nederland  
80 

83.000  10.20  287  <0.0001 

db:activeYearsStartYear  
start year 

1990‐01‐01T00:00:00+01:00:w3  
1990 

81.730  30.70  844  <0.0001 

nldb:tijdvak  
start year 

1990:w3  
1990 

81.730  30.70  844  <0.0001 

activity in speeches  80  78.500  15.50  397  <0.0001 

purl:subject  
activity in speeches 

nldb:Categorie:Tweede_Kamerlid  
30 

78.400  3.74  95  <0.0001 

db:country  
purl:subject 

nldb:Nederland  
nldb:Categorie:Nederlands_onderwijzer 

72.195  29.20  648  <0.0001 

purl:subject  nldb:Categorie:Nederlands_onderwijzer  71.354  29.20  636  <0.0001 

activity in speeches  30  69.800  7.73  161  <0.0001 

db:country  
activity in speeches 

nldb:Nederland  
50 

66.900  5.69  109  <0.0001 

purl:subject  
end year 

nldb:Categorie:Eerste_Kamerlid  
1960 

66.200  46.80  891  <0.0001 

purl:subject  nldb:Categorie:Nederlands_diplomaat  64.700  223.00  4187  <0.0001 

activity in speeches  50  64.000  10.50  185  <0.0001 

purl:subject  
purl:subject 

nldb:Categorie:Tweede_Kamerlid  
nldb:Categorie:Nederlands_diplomaat 

63.757  220.00  4000  <0.0001 

db:personFunction  
start year 

nldb:Gemeenteraad  
1950 

63.500  36.00  632  <0.0001 

db:country  
purl:subject 

nldb:Nederland  
nldb:Categorie:Nederlands_diplomaat 

63.400  212.00  3812  <0.0001 

db:party  
start year 

nldb:Communistische_Partij_van_Nederland  
1950 

61.314  34.60  566  <0.0001 

purl:subject  
start year 

nldb:Categorie:CPN‐politicus  
1950 

61.300  34.70  567  <0.0001 

activity in speeches  110  60.400  9.52  150  <0.0001 

 
Table 17. Correlation coefficients between properties and Europe 

 
Europe 

Start year 0.07 

End year -0.47 

Working years 0.11 

Activity in 
speeches -0.19 
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Table 18. Top twenty properties in relation to investing 

 

Description of property  Value of property 
Confidence 
(*1000) 

Support 
(*100000) 

Chi‐
square 
value 

P‐value 

nldb:functie  
working years 

Lid Tweede Kamer@nl  
0 

12.406  3.91  112  <0.0001 

db:activeYearsStartYear  
working years 

1994‐01‐01T00:00:00+01:00:w3  
0 

11.700  4.76  124  <0.0001 

nldb:tijdvak  
working years 

1994:w3  
0 

11.100  4.76  113  <0.0001 

purl:subject  
working years 

nldb:Categorie:Tweede_Kamerlid  
0 

9.960  5.01  98  <0.0001 

start year  
working years 

1990  
0 

9.896  5.44  106  <0.0001 

db:activeYearsStartYear  
start year 

1990‐01‐01T00:00:00+01:00:w3  
1990 

9.735  3.65  69  <0.0001 

nldb:tijdvak  
start year 

1990:w3  
1990 

9.740  3.65  69  <0.0001 

working years  0  9.610  5.52  102  <0.0001 

db:country  
working years 

nldb:Nederland  
0 

9.510  5.18  93  <0.0001 

db:personFunction  
start year 

nldb:Eerste_Kamer_der_Staten‐Generaal  
1950 

9.150  6.97  117  <0.0001 

db:activeYearsEndYear  
nldb:partij 

1998‐01‐01T00:00:00+01:00:w3  
nldb:Partij_van_de_Arbeid_(Nederland) 

8.274  10.50  144  <0.0001 

db:party  
start year 

nldb:Communistische_Partij_van_Nederland  
1950 

8.130  4.59  60  <0.0001 

purl:subject  
start year 

nldb:Categorie:CPN‐politicus  
1950 

8.110  4.59  60  <0.0001 

start year  
working years 

1950  
15 

8.067  6.63  86  <0.0001 

db:activeYearsEndYear  
purl:subject 

1998‐01‐01T00:00:00+01:00:w3  
nldb:Categorie:PvdA‐politicus 

8.001  11.60  148  <0.0001 

db:activeYearsEndYear  
db:party 

1998‐01‐01T00:00:00+01:00:w3  
nldb:Partij_van_de_Arbeid_(Nederland) 

7.999  11.60  148  <0.0001 

db:personFunction  
end year 

nldb:Eerste_Kamer_der_Staten‐Generaal  
1970 

7.980  5.78  73  <0.0001 

db:title  
start year 

drs.@nl  
1990 

7.920  5.27  65  <0.0001 

nldb:tijdvak  
start year 

2003:w3  
1990 

7.630  7.31  84  <0.0001 

nldb:partij  
end year 

nldb:Partij_van_de_Arbeid_(Nederland)  
1960 

7.610  4.76  54  <0.0001 
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Table 19. Top twenty properties in relation to making cutbacks 

Description of property  Value of property 
Confidence 
(*1000) 

Support 
(*100000) 

Chi‐
square 
value 

P‐value 

purl:subject  
end year 

nldb:Categorie:Eerste_Kamerlid  
1950 

12.100  2.72  71  <0.0001 

purl:subject  
working years 

nldb:Categorie:Eerste_Kamerlid  
3 

11.557  2.72  65  <0.0001 

purl:subject  
working years 

nldb:Categorie:Eerste_Kamerlid  
7 

10.762  4.42  94  <0.0001 

w3:22‐rdf‐syntax‐ns#type  
working years 

db:LivingPeople  
0 

10.542  2.97  61  <0.0001 

db:party  nldb:Boerenpartij_(Nederland)  10.500  5.52  112  <0.0001 

purl:subject  nldb:Categorie:Boerenpartij‐politicus  10.457  5.52  112  <0.0001 

db:country  
db:party 

nldb:Nederland  
nldb:Boerenpartij_(Nederland) 

10.457  5.52  112  <0.0001 

db:country  
purl:subject 

nldb:Nederland  
nldb:Categorie:Boerenpartij‐politicus 

10.500  5.52  112  <0.0001 

db:party  
purl:subject 

nldb:Boerenpartij_(Nederland)  
nldb:Categorie:Boerenpartij‐politicus 

10.500  5.52  112  <0.0001 

purl:subject  
working years 

db:Category:Living_people  
0 

10.400  2.97  60  <0.0001 

w3:22‐rdf‐syntax‐ns#type  
working years 

db:Person100007846  
0 

10.400  2.97  59  <0.0001 

purl:subject  
working years 

nldb:Categorie:Tweede_Kamerlid  
0 

9.280  4.67  75  <0.0001 

db:personFunction  
nldb:functie 

nldb:Eerste_Kamer_der_Staten‐Generaal  
Lid van de Eerste Kamer der Staten‐Generaal@nl 

9.167  4.93  78  <0.0001 

start year  
working years 

1990  
0 

9.120  5.01  78  <0.0001 

nldb:functie  Lid van de Eerste Kamer der Staten‐Generaal@nl  9.078  4.93  76  <0.0001 

db:country  
nldb:functie 

nldb:Nederland  
Lid van de Eerste Kamer der Staten‐Generaal@nl 

9.080  4.93  76  <0.0001 

purl:subject  
nldb:functie 

nldb:Categorie:Eerste_Kamerlid  
Lid van de Eerste Kamer der Staten‐Generaal@nl 

9.078  4.93  76  <0.0001 

working years  0  9.022  5.18  79  <0.0001 

db:activeYearsStartYear  
working years 

1994‐01‐01T00:00:00+01:00:w3  
0 

8.980  3.65  55  <0.0001 

nldb:functie  
working years 

Lid Tweede Kamer@nl  
0 

8.900  2.80  41  <0.0001 

 
Table 20. Correlation coefficients between properties and investing and making cutbacks 

 
 

 
Investing Making 

cutbacks 

Start year 0.35 0.47 

End year -0.20 -0.28 

Working years -0.20 -0.60 

Activity in 
speeches -0.17 -0.12 
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